Upon entering the room the door switch will sense the door opening and closing and when the occupancy sensor detects motion this will send an occupied signal to the controllers in the room. The Echoflex ERM-FPU will close its relay enabling power to flow to the lights in the room. The ERNR/s will close the relay allowing power to flow to the controlled receptacle/s. Each time the door is opened and closed and the sensor sees motion, the room will lock into occupied state. Each time the door is open and closed, the sensor will communicate to the controllers if the space is occupied or not. If no motion is sensed after 15 minutes (adjustable) of the door closing the room will go into the unoccupied mode. For the lighting this will stop the flow of power to the lights and the HVAC will go into setback mode or turn off, depending on the mechanical equipment.

If needed, an RTS temperature sensor may be added to the space for setback control of the HVAC system. For added energy efficiency, a window switch may be used to put the HVAC system into setback mode as well when the window is opened.

**Typical Hotel Room with HVAC Interface**

**Sequence of Operation**

**Specifications:**

1. **Lighting Control System** to be manufactured by Echoflex Solutions Inc.
2. Echoflex lighting control system shall have the ability to be factory pre-linked and pre-configured or programmed on site using simple tap, smart click or Garibaldi software.
3. Controllers shall be able to function as a stand alone system along with their optional peripheral wireless devices including a wall switch, split controlled receptacle, and occupancy sensor.
4. Controllers shall be able to be networked together to form an integrated building solution.
5. Echoflex ERM load controller shall be ETI recognized, conforming to UL508 Standards. All system control electronics shall store programming in non-volatile memory. The controller shall be capable of repeating signals and transmitting status.
6. Occupancy sensors (OS): Occupancy sensor shall be solar powered wireless sensor with an optional battery. Sensor shall be compatible with occupancy and vacancy modes when used in conjunction with the dimming room controller. Sensor shall provide LED indication for RF range confirmation. Sensor shall wirelessly communicate with the split controlled receptacle. Sensor shall have ability to function up to 5 days in complete darkness.
7. RF system shall network wirelessly. Integration with BMS/Demand Response via the use of gateways and wireless/wired I/O interfaces. Verify and install only those interfaces indicated on the plans.
8. EC shall install Echoflex system as indicated per manufacturer’s final drawings and installation documents in accordance to all local and national codes. Factory on-site start up and training is optional. Echoflex requires 3 weeks advanced notice to schedule on-site start up if requested. Echoflex will provide system verification and adjust programming if required to customer requirements.
9. This drawing represents design concept and intent only. We do not guarantee the information in this document is suitable for your particular application. Nor do we assume any responsibility for your system design, installation, or operation. We reserve the right to make changes to the products described or information herein at any time without notice and without any obligation.
10. Specifications subject to change without notice.
11. Telephone factory support shall be available at no additional cost to the EC or owner.
12. Contact Echoflex Solutions

**Typical Material List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ERM-FLU-277</td>
<td>Power Load Controller 120-277V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ERM-FPU-24</td>
<td>PTAC Controller Single channel 24V AC/DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MC-2-IU</td>
<td>Window/Door Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MOS-IR</td>
<td>Occupancy Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ERNR-AIU</td>
<td>Split Duplex Controller 120V @ 15 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Unlsep otherwise specified - all dimensions in millimeters - metric